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From Management

Message from MD

For growth of our business, key is to maintain direction of vector of individual

work in one direction. On this basis, size of vector and quality & speed of work

should be expanded to reach targets faster. If direction of vector of individual

goes here and there, even if we gather all efforts of individual, total size of vector

for growth will be smaller. This working principle and code of ethics are common

basis in our “Action” making so that direction of individual vectors shall be as

same as direction of aim of Company.

“Achievement in work” is “Attitude”(way of thinking/approaching on subject)

multiplied by “Effort” multiplied by “Ability”. There is minus value for “Attitude”.

If your action / behavior / thinking way are not fitted with this principle or codes,
Nohmi India can not evaluate your achievement higher even if your individual

performance is excellent. To avoid such situation, I ask you not only upgrade

your perspective but care for your colleague, subordinate, and even your

supervisors.

Message from JMD

We are in one of the most challenging markets where most of us have to take

decisions every day on what we do is ethically right or not. I personally pledge I

would display the highest ethical conduct even if this means us not winning a

intended project. As a part of Nohmi India I would like all their employees and

partners to display the highest standard of ethical conduct.

Following the Working Principle & Code of Ethics will only make Nohmi a
stronger company with strong values which all of us will be proud of. I would like

to Thank You all for your contribution and lets all work towards making Nohmi

India the No1 Fire Company in India.

Nohmi Bosai Ltd. – Code of Conduct

Company is a member of society and is required to do business following

common sense of society. Nohmi declares that we do business with integrity

and justice and with compliance to laws/regulations and social norms.

• Dedicate to mission as a pioneer in fire protection, we provide latest,

optimum, and high quality fire safety systems for protection of life &

assets.

• We act paying attention to global environment conservation and saving

energy/natural resources.

• As amember of society, we positively participate social support program.

• We compete fairly & liberally under laws/regulations and don’t act

opaque commercial dealings.

• We act in resolute attitude against antisocial organization, and we don’t

collapse under them.

• We respect character and rights of employee, and provide work

environment so as employee feels peace and comfort.

• We don’t provide gifts and entertainments to customer too much from

common social sense point of view. We don’t require gifts and

entertainments from business partners by taking advantage of business

position.
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A) General working principle

B) For Leaders
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General Working Principle

• We are proud of doing fire protection service (saving life, assets, memories

from fire). We will standby with this focus and turn it into positive values. We

are unmoved by trend.

• “Achievement in work (life)” = “Attitude”(way of thinking/approaching on

subject) x “Effort” x “Ability”. We perform works with good “Attitude”. There

is minus values for “Attitude”. When your “Attitude” is wrong, you never get

positive results even if you are excellent in “Ability”.

• We understand that Company has its regulations/rules, and Company shall

be under operation according to the regulations/rules. Understanding this,
we carry out business based on guideline given in the regulations and rules.

(Employment Regulation, Accounting Standards, Project Control Master

Plan, Master Control Guideline for Procurement & work Sub-contracting,

Internal Audit system, Decision & Budget Approval system, etc.)

• Some person get motivated up with self passion & enthusiasm without input

from others (like spontaneously combustible material). We welcome person

who has this characteristics or at least person who will get ignited (like

combustible material) when exposed to passion & enthusiasm of others.

Whereas, person who remain nihilistic and impassive no matter how mush

energy they are exposed to. We don’t need such person because their

attitude can even steal energy of others.

• We should have cost awareness for minimization of expenses use and to
improve on work efficiency. We should be aware of hour rate of your salary,

cost of electricity used, cost of stationary, cost of business travel etc., then

you automatically will have good sense of responsibility in how much output

you should deliver every moments.

• We should clearly separate personal and business matters. Even minor mix

up of personal and business matters will result in lack of morals of others in

work place. Getting personal advantage from using Company asset, time,

expenses is treachery to member and stakeholders of Company.

• We should be punctual on office timing, work schedule, submission date.

We should not make repeated excuses for late & delay.

• We understand benefiting others is starting point of business, and

selflessness widens your perspective. Our conduct shall not be based on

narrow view for Company benefit nor personal greed. Action without

rational reason and transparency will result in conflict in long run and

weakenmoral of work place.

• When we fail, we should not say “I tried my best”, ”I was busy”. We should

understand that doing best and coordinating task in busy schedule are just

fundamental requirement as business person. We should continuously

improve level of best of individual and keep focus on until we achieve
target. We must feel uncomfortable to express simple excuses for failure

(loosing target, being late etc.).

• We should have humble attitude and be aware that result of our task is

supported by others a lot. We should understand that this attitude is the

way to offer/get better supports to/from others. We should interact well

with others so as to streamline work direction of self and others. We must

inform well in advance to concerned persons whenever we see possibility of

delay in completion of our assignment.

• Company business is supported by individual workforce. Employee as

professional is expected to seek to give Company more than to receive from

others. We understand that person who is dependent on others tends to

just complain a lot about what they don’t have, and with those members,
less individual / Company growth is achieved.

• We should undertake not only those tasks in which we have interest but

minor assignments should also be done with/without instruction of seniors.

We must understand such minor / repeating work is also essential for

Company operation& achievement .

• We shall not use rough language on other person. Instead, exchange idea

for solution for prevention/improvement in future. Even if we feel we are

criticized, you never react to the tone or language of the expression, but

find core message they want to deliver and smartly express your opinion.

• We shall submit proper form in advance as per Company rules whenever

staff, money, or asset moves.
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For Leaders

When you are leader (those who want to become leader, please keep contents of

this section in your mind), you have a special responsibility to lead with integrity.

You have to take affirmative steps to influence your team members to do

business as per Company’s philosophy and regulations/rules.

- Be a good role model. Your action speak louder thanwords.

- Be fully familiar with Company regulations/rules with understanding of

background of each contents in the regulations/rules

- Be analytical and logical on business planning, scheduling and financial

projection making. Keep track to achieve the projection understanding
repeated failures lose trust on us by NBL.

- Create an environment where team members can ask questions or raise

concerns without fear of reprisal.

- Be properly strict on making your staff follow the rules. Don’t casually

handle cases when improper behavior is observed.

• Understand vision and basic thinking way of Company, and make decision,

instruction and action based on it.

• You have responsibility to make your staff follow Company regulations /

rules. It is also your duty to save them from doing misconducts/mistake

(intentionally or unintentionally) by your proper checking of their behavior

and documents. Especially, you shall properly check bills to detect any

false reporting.

• Propose & implement plans to improve your section. Executing daily tasks

only is not enough as manager. Proposal should come with benefit & cost
analysis.

• Leader’s ability shall be more executed and evaluated when we face

challenges / difficulties. Leader has right to tackle & enjoy them first.

• As representative of Company, maintain sincerity and honesty on Company,

your staff, and business partners even if their way of approach is not in your

favor.

• Understand importance on taking care of personality, feeling, emotion of

your staff. Theory and logic may not be enough to get positive & motivated

supports from others. You may express anger to your staff only after you

built trust relationship with each other.

• Just giving instructions to subordinate never be considered as completion

of your duty. You are responsible in monitoring progress, giving advices,
and getting the work done on time.

• Growth of your staff proofs your management capability. Manager who can

grow staff can grow Company. Consider that achievement is for your staff,

andmistake of your staff is mistake in your management as well.

• Motivation and behavior of your staff is reflection of your mentality and

behavior. When lack of conciliatory atmosphere or less motivation is

observed among your staff, first think back your mentality and behaviors.
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Code of Ethics

A) With Our People

1. Respecting Others, Harassment Free Workplace

2. Safe Workplace

B) With Our Business Partners

1. Fair Competition

2. Preventing Conflict of Interest

3. Appropriate Gifts & Entertainment

4. Anti-Bribery, Anti-Corruption

5. Commitment to Customers

C) With Our Assets and Financial Integrity

1. Protecting Assets

2. Accurate and Complete Information and Accounting

Any Company members who conduct business against the code of ethics would

be subject to disciplinary actions up to and including termination and

prosecution.
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Doing the Right. Doing business with our Code

What is your feeling?

Calm down and peacefully
look back with your
common sense;

•Is it legally correct?

•Does it comply with our 
policies?

•Does it respect others?

What are the facts?

Avoid reacting with what
you saw/heard on surface.
There could be
background or different
facts you are not aware of.

•What are the Truth?

•What are the original 
intentions?

•What are the cause of 
making the situation?

•What kind of dilemma 
there is?

Check Rules

•What are the Rules?

•When you have less idea 
on legal regulations, 
please ask legal staff or 
senior staff.

Decide what is Right

•Are you acting with 
Integrity?

•What would be fair and 
reasonable?

•What would be 
maturated business 
professional to do?

•What are our option?

•What/Who could we 
harm / loss?

•How would build trust 
and respect?

•How would you feel in 
their shoes?

•Are you morally happy 
with the decision?

Speak up

•For matters which you 
witness that the other 
person is going to do 
wrong, you should ask 
them not to do so and 
prevent them going into 
wrong behavior if you 
have close good 
relationship with them.

•Even when your decision 

is supported with 

Rightness and behavior 

of others are not right, 

still we have to be 

careful in selection of 

language while 

delivering our message.

•You can consult with 

your supervisor, 

management, or 

Company secretary. 

Don’t take time until 

matters become  a 

serious problem.

Many improper actions are taken, not because of poor character or dishonest

intentions, but because someone did not have the proper information /

knowledge, or acted prompted by a desire to “just get things done“. Any

employee, who in good faith seeks advice, raises a concern or reports improper

behavior, is doing the right thing. First step to do business with our code of

ethics is that you keep questioning yourself whether the behaviors are right in

daily business situations. If you encounter some cases and are unsure of what to

do, please refer following.
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A) With Our People

1. Respecting Others, Harassment Free Workplace
We are one team. We believes proper communication well connect and

streamline talks among Company members, also with clients, sub-

contractors, suppliers and anyone else we deal with. We know this is the
way to get appropriate supports from others.

We are aware that the way of communication reflect values of Company

and individual. We exchange opinions calmly and keep the discussion

focused on original subjects and lead for solutions. By having rational

discussion, we maintain peace atmosphere to persons around.

We understand that there could be difference in growing society

background each others. We are matured enough to express regret to

others immediately when we unintentionally harassed feelings of others

due to ignorance on the cultural differences etc.

We communicate objectively and professionally. We never express

abusive, offensive, inflammatory or inappropriate language or attitude to

others regardless to seniors or to junior, to members in same section or
to members in other sections. We don’t manipulate information or hide

facts that are material for other staff.

We will not tolerate;

� Harassing Religion, Racial and Sexual matters of others by using

abusing language / behavior, any type of violence, Spreading

rumors , Displaying offensive materials or forwarding mails with

inappropriate pictures or content.

� Threatening or Shouting on others during discussion.

Q&A

Question: My Manager is under pressure on achieving sales target. He is

yelling that I need to improve my performance with abusive
language.

Answer: Managers in Nohmi India are expected to give team members

feedback in a constructive respectful way. You need to discuss

your situation with higher managements.

Question: My colleague submitted me improper request. My judgment on

not accepting the request was right as per Company policy.

However he presented different opinion and started arguing with

me. I shouted on him because I was not at all wrong on my

judgment.

Answer: No. Nohmi India management is not tolerate using rough

language in any situation. Even you are right, you must
communicate with proper language. Using rough language

looses focus on topics and create improper work

environments. If you feel that you can not reach conclusion in

peaceful manner, please bring thematter to senior management.
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A) With Our People (cont.)

2. Safe Workplace
We are one team and no one should become ill or get injured as a result

of unsafe work place. We believe safety is our top priority and follows

safety policy. We apply safe working practices more carefully when we are
working at project site locations.

We should be aware of proper safety practices and emergency

procedures. We stop work when you feel unsafe or may damage property

of ours or other’s. We immediately report about unsafe work conditions or

accidents to supervisors. Managers are responsible for taking action.

We will not tolerate;

� Working under influence of alcohol, drug, diseases, or threatened

circumstances where we operates.

� Bringing weapons, alcohol, drug to our working place.

� Violence, threatening on others.

� Fraud and Theft of Company or personal items.

Q&A

Question: I saw on site some unsafe practices. I wonder if I should stop the

work which delay the progress of site work.

Answer: Nohmi India believes that all employees have to be safe and be

working in safe environments. This also includes sub contractors

who work for Nohmi India. Nohmi India encourage all employees

to feel empowered to stop work for safety. These kind of acts

should be immediately got to the notice of the supervisor and the

work should be stopped immediately, unless corrective action is

taken the work should not be resumed. If you don’t feel

comfortable to talk with your supervisor, you should report the

case to higher management.

Question: One of our Employee is stressed on a project and has been

heard threatening the other employees or threatening to harm
the Company.

Answer: Any kind of threat to the Company or employees is an

unacceptable behavior and these behaviors will not be tolerated.

If required, the local law enforcement will be involved to take

care of such situations .

Question: One of our Employee is stressed on a project and has been

heard threatening the other employees or threatening to harm

the Company.

Answer: Any kind of threat to the Company or employees is an

unacceptable behavior and these behaviors will not be tolerated.

If required, the local law enforcement will be involved to take

care of such situations.
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B) With Our Business Partners

1. Fair Competition

We believe we will win orders / contracts in a fair way by providing clients

with high quality service and product at reasonable prices. We enjoy free

and open completion. We don’t get advantage by negative marketing on

competitors.

We should be careful when interacting with competitors in connection

with costing / pricing, market allocation, operational strategy. We never

share such information of ours with competitors.

We will not tolerate;

� Having agreement (including verbal agreement) with competitors to

fix bid prices, contract wining party, market price control, territorial

segment. If you find yourself in the meeting where questionable

discussion is taking place on these matters, you must leave the

meeting immediately to protect yourself from legal actions by law.

� Disclosing our cost / price information, operation plans to

competitors by anymeans.

Q&A

Question: I was offered by competitor to collide and work with them, which

includes price fixing or making a cartel.

Answer: You should report this to the management & refrain for doing

anything which would get disrepute to Nohmi India. This is not

acceptable to Nohmi India management & is bad business

ethics.

Question: During a trade association meeting I was present, I overheard our

competitor were discussing their pricing strategy.

Answer: A authority might concluded that everyone at the meeting

whether they took part in the conversation or not, agreed to price

fixing. You should leave the meeting room with notice to others

and report the situation to management.

Question: My fried asked me to disclose price and business strategy of a

project we were bidding on. He said he will help me secure the

next contract.

Answer: Prices or pricing strategy is very confidential Company document.

This should not be shared with anyone, which includes sharing

our selling prices to competition.
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B) With Our Business Partners (Cont.)

2. Preventing Conflict of Interest
We are loyal to Company and always make decision and do the business

in the Company’s best interest. We know that each decision and action

shall be made based on the needs of the Company, not for benefits of
personal interests or relationships.

We will report to supervisors or higher managers when you are in doubts

whether an activity creates a conflict of interest. It may be possible to

start business with Company where you are related with, but decision

making process shall follow Company procedures and you can not be

parts of the decision making process.

� Family and Personal Relationships

You should not hire, supervise or have influence over family member or

close personal relation within Company unless prior approval is

provided by management. If your family member has a third party

relationship with, or your family member is employed by, our vendor,

customer or competitor, you should disclose this information to
Company.

� Financial Investment

If you or your family member have any significant financial investment

in our supplier, customer, consultant, or competitor, you should notify

this information to Company.

� Outside Employment

We need to be sure that your secondary employment should no take

away from your responsibility to Company nor compete with business

of Company. Do not use Company resources, working hours at

Company in connectionwith these outside activities.

Q&A

Question: I'm related to some Company that is a supplier or my immediate

family has stake in the suppliers business.

Answer: Please let the management know about this and you should

remove yourself from any meetings or decision making that

would influence decision in favor of the supplier.

Question: I knowof a colleague working part-time at other location.

Answer: The management has to be immediately notified, and also care

has to be taken that they are not competitors or has any business

interest in any suppliers. Any part-time work, which would be

discouraged can be done only after approval from Nohmi India

management.
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B) With Our Business Partners (Cont.)

3. Appropriate Gifts & Entertainment
We only exchange gifts and entertainment in connection with a legitimate

business purpose that can foster constructive relationships with business

partners, and that are not material or frequent. However gift and
entertainment shall never affect or appeal to affect decision making by

Company or business partner.

We never accept personal benefits of any kind that are given in exchange

for securing business or providing favorable terms to business partner.

We will report Company whenever you receive appropriate gifts &

entertainment. If you feel it would be insulting to decline gifts, you shall

consult with your supervisors who will decide whether it can be retained

by Company.We never accept cash or cash equivalent.

We can provide gifts & entertainment to business partner for legitimate

business purpose, reasonable in amount, in good taste with advance

approval from supervisors, but not in the form of cash, cash equivalents.

We never provide gifts & entertainment to business partners for securing
business orders. We shall follow laws which include stringent rules

concerning gifts and entertainment involving government officials.

Gifts & Entertainment also includes (some of example): Favorable terms

on product/service, Services, Prizes, Donations, Transportation, Travel,

Ticket and Gift Certificates, Employment, Cash, Cash equivalent, Loan,

Home improvement, which are including for family member of

us/business partners .

We will not tolerate;

� Offering, giving or receiving any gifts or entertainment that could be

construed as a kickback, bribe, payoff or violation of any laws, that

is cash or a cash equivalent, that is offered in return for something

else (approval, bid price indication, avoiding penalty etc.)

Q&A

Question: During festivals, our supplier brings gift for us as per local

tradition. It looks not polite to decline receiving gift. Can I receive
gifts offered by suppliers.

Answer: It depends. If the gifts are moderate and not of significant values,

and can be shared among colleague (like cookies), you may

receive the gift and shall share with your colleague with notice to

your manager. If supplier offers gifts with significant value,

Nohmi India would black lists the supplier.

Question: During festivals, it’s a local tradition to give gifts. How do I

handle gifting during festivals.

Answer: This could be done in moderation and not of any significant value.

It is preferable to give Nohmi branded gifts and can be given only

after approval from the management.
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B) With Our Business Partners (Cont.)

4. Anti-Bribery, Anti-Corruption
We believe Company reputation depends on doing business honestly. We

compete on the basis of our quality of products/services, pricing,

reputation and our talents.

We don’t engage in “bribery or corruption” in any form whether in the

private or public sector. The definition of “bribery or corruption” is

offering, promising, giving, receiving or soliciting “anything of value” in

order to influence how someone carries out a public, commercial or legal

duty. “Anything of value” includes any type of benefit to the recipient

including cash, loans, gifts, job, tuition, travel, donation, employment etc.

We will simply say “NO” at first time when you are asked to provide

bribery. Company supports the statement. We should avoid saying “We

will ask our supervisors” etc. which may lead inappropriate situation later.

We will not tolerate;

� Offering, soliciting, promising, giving or accepting a bribe,

kickback or any other improper payment including facilitation
payments, in cash or otherwise.

Q&A

Question: I'm in sales and a representative of customer is asking for a

bribe for disclosing price information of competitors and
assuring me contracts.

Answer: You shall say no to the proposal from the beginning. This is

prohibited and Nohmi India doesn't provide bribe in any forms,

nor support you if you agree for giving bribe. You can indicate him

that you have obligation to report such proposal to your

management and your management is strict on this and may

report the case to his senior management. Show backside of our

business card.

Question: I'm in project and a representative of customer / Fire officer is

asking for a bribe for clearing matters in smooth way.

Answer: You shall say no to the proposal from the beginning. This is
prohibited and Nohmi India doesn't provide bribe in any forms,

nor support you if you agree for giving bribe. You can indicate him

that you have obligation to report such proposal to your

management and your management is strict on this and may

report the case to his senior management. Show backside of our

business card.

Question: I knowof a third party. Canwe use third party to represent us.

Answer: The third party has to be approved by the management & the

third party has responsibility to follow all Nohmi India rules

on ethics.
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B) With Our Business Partners (Cont.)

5. Commitment to Customers
We are in fire detection/protection business in order to save human life,

assets and memories. To assure functioning of fire safety

product/system for years and years, we shall provide safe and
dependable system/product/services to our customers.

We keep our promises to our customers. Everything we tell costumers

about our products and services should be truthful and achievable. We

don’t engage in false or misleading advertisement on our

products/capability. We shall take full efforts to meet the promises. In

case of discrepancy, it shall be reasonably informed to customer well in

advance.

Q&A

Question: I am sales person. A client specified product features which our

product does not have. It is minor functions which actual user
does to care about. So I answered our product meets all the

specification.

Answer: We should not mislead clients on products and services that we

do not have. This would effect our performance & would lead to

unsatisfied customers.

Question: Our distributors misrepresents us and has told the customer

about services we don’t offer and has got a order on our behalf.

Answer: Please let the customer know and intimate the management so

that appropriate action is initiated against the Business Partner.
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D) With Our Assets and Financial Integrity

1. Protecting Assets
We understand that all Company assets are made available for business

purpose through utilizing of funds from shareholders and that individual

is responsible for making sure our assets are not lost, misused, damaged.
Assets includes property, intellectual information, business

opportunities, funds, equipment and time. Intellectual information

includes marketing database, business plan, product information,

drawings, trade how-how etc. Equipment also includes Company

provided furniture, stationaries, portable devices such as laptop and

mobile phone. Time is your working hours you should give to fulfil your

work responsibility.

We report workplace punctuate and truthfully and devote for business

while at workplace, and don’t undertake personal activities. We have

limited, occasional or incidental personal use of Company equipment

and time, for example, this might include a phone call with family/friends

to inform working late etc. Use of internet and laptop for private interests
shall be also limited, this included use of laptop at home. No private files

and application should be installed in laptop.

We take enough care on property at all times, making sure it is not lost,

damaged or put at risk of theft and damage. We report lost and damage

of asset immediately to Company.

We protect personal information. Staff who has access to personal

information of employees shall not disclose such information to others,

unless having proper instruction from Company.

We will not tolerate;

� Disclosing intellectual information to third parties without

permission.

� Misusing Company funds for private purpose. This includes use of

advance given money for other purpose.

Q&A

Question: I saw a colleague leave the computer unattended with some

confidential information or leaving papers in meeting room where
visitors also use.

Answer: You should immediately inform the person or close computer /

remove documents by yourself. If it is frequently happens, you

should report senior management.

Question: I saw my collogue is having private telephone conversation a lot

with his friends during office hours. In hide, he also use

telephone in meeting room for private calls.

Answer: You should instruct him not to spend time for private matters

(telephone or SMS communication, Internet browsing) during

office hours. If he does not improve, you should report to senior

management.

Question: I kept my laptop provided by Company in locked car during my

lunch. During lunch somebody broke car window and theft the

laptop. It is not my fault for the loss.

Answer: You have full responsibility to protect portable devices Company

provided to you and responsible for its loss or damage during

carrying devices out of office.
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D) With Our Assets and Financial Integrity (Cont.)

1. Protecting Assets

Q&A (Cont.)

Question: A friend of mine has asked Nohmi India marketing plans for the

next 3 years as he has to make a similar document at an

assignment he has . He is not with competition.

Answer: Nohmi internal drawings, Process documents, Marketing Plans

are all confidential documents and is not to be shared outside the

Company.

Question: Sometimes I write about things that happened at work on my
personal SNS (such as Facebook etc.).

Answer: It depends. You should think before posting message whether the

message is general and not material information to any third party,

nor harming Company& individuals written about.

Question: Being HR staff, I have access to employees private information.

My colleagues asked me salary amount of other staff.

Answer: It is strictly prohibited to disclose such personal information to

others. You shall report management about the request made.

You also should not take any advantage being accessible to such

information and be requested to keep strong ethics on this.

Question: Visitor to our office asked me Wi-Fi access password of Company

so that they can check e-mails.

Answer: No. You shall not disclose information of Company’s internet

connection . It has potential risk to be accessed to our

information in our server / PCs.

Question: Laptop PC is provided for me and I am carrying it back to home. I

installed some applications for my personal interest. I am not

using the application during office hours.

Answer: No. You shall remove these applications / files that are not

related to business from your PC. All Company asset shall not be

used for private purpose regardless of location / time. Moreover,

you shall not carry back the PC unless you have to work at home.

Question: Because it is very minor expense items, I took some stationary

from office to use at home for non-business related work.

Answer: Regardless of the value of items, your conduct is theft and

Company will take strong action on such behavior.
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D) With Our Assets and Financial Integrity (Cont.)

2. Accurate and Complete Information and 

Accounting

We understand that the integrity of our financial statements and other

regulatory filings is critical to the decision making and operation of our

business and to maintaining the confidence and trust of our shareholders.

We record and report financial and non-financial information honestly,

accurately, and punctually on events.

We ensure all transactions are properly authorized / recorded on time, no

undisclosed or unrecorded expense / fund / asset is established,

claiming and approving of expenses is honest / accurate / punctual. We

ensure account booking is in accordance with our accounting standards,

complete and accurate, properly documented, and we don’t destroy

records before the specified date.

We cooperate fully with Internal Audit.

We will not tolerate;

� Submitting false or misleading expense reports, Forging or altering

checks, misappropriating assets, Inflating sales figures.

� Selling or disposing of assets without proper documentation and

authorization.

Q&A

Question: I saw my boss go out for dinner with his family/friends and I saw

him expensing the same next day at office.

Answer: Please inform senior management. Nohmi has a non retaliation

policy and the employee will be protected.

Question: I have information that a colleague of mine is using false taxi

bills to claim his travel expenses.

Answer: This kind of behavior is unacceptable. If detected, it could lead to

termination of the employee claiming against false bills.

Question: My boss asked me to record an project expenses in other cost

center or book in next year so profitability of the project this year

does not decrease.

Answer: Doing so is fraud. You must record costs and revenues in the

correct cost center and in the correct time period. You should

report the case to senior management.

Question: I made site visit report in which I mentioned all points I witnessed

as improper behavior/control along with the name of persons.

What to do if my boss suggests to remove such kind of

information and name from report?

Answer: Reporting concrete information with the proper proofs is

beneficial for Company for improvement. If boss suggest for

removing that content, you should discuss the case with senior

management.






